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Abstract: The effect of electronic tools everything shrinks within our hands, thats why the concept nano 
became popular. Nowadays we are concentrating on nanostructure that gives a clear idea about that 
particular objects, that why fractal theory, clustering and data mining are popular today. Multiset gives a 
complete data with the multiplicity of the elements existing in it. Multitopology is a vast area and it is 
identified correctly by K.P.Girishet.al[1]. Rough multiset and its property was introduced by K.P.Girish et 
al[6]. In this paper let us talk about nano multi topological spaces and its properties. 
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Introduction: Set is a collection of well defined objects but we are not bothered how many times the 
same elements occur in it. Multiset overcomes this problem. Multiset is a set with the multiplicities of 
the existing element. The complete information system includes in multiset theory. R.R. Yager[8] 
originated multiset in the name of bags. Later W.D.Blizard formulated the multisets in the correct form. 
Pawlak[7] shared his idea which one is deal imprecise freely named as rough set. K.P.Girishet.al[6] found 
rough multiset theory and its application. 
 
In 2012, K.P.Girishet.al[6] introduced multiset topologies. LellisThivagar[5] initiated the new topological 
space called as nano topological space called as nano topological space which is constructed by rough 
approximations. In this paper we introduce nano multi topological spaces and investigateits properties. 
 
Preliminaries: In this section we recall some basic needed ideas.  
Definition 2.1 Let R be an arbitrary mset relation on the universal mset M, and let r(m/x) be the R-
relative mset(i.e., neighbourhood of (m/x)) in M. For any NÍM , a pair of lower and upper 

msetApproximations  RL(N) and RU(N), are defined by  

})/(:/{)( MxmrxmNRL Í=  

})/(:/{)( f¹Ç= MxmrxmNRU  

The pair ))()(( NRNR UL is refered to as rough mset of N. 

 Boundary region of an mset N is denoted by BdR(N), and is defined as  
BdR(N) = RU(N).RL(N) 
 
Definition 2.2: Let (X,R) be a knowledge base, R be an equivalence relation on X and 

)}(,,,,{)( ABARARXA RR ft = where A XÍ . )(ARt is said to be nano topological on X with 

respect to A if )(ARt  satisfies the conditions of topology on X with respect to A. 

 
Nano Multi Topological Spaces: In this section let us we introduce nano multi topological spaces. 
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Definition 3.1: Let R be an arbitrary mset relation on the universal mset M, and let r(m/x) be the R-

relative mset(ie., neighbourhood of m/x) in M. Let )}(),(),(,,{)( NBdNRNRMN RULR ft =  

The non-empty collection )(NRt is called nano multi topology if 

(i) f,M  is in )(NRt  

(ii) The mset union of  the elements of any subcollection of  )(NRt is in )(NRt  

(iii) The mset intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of )(NRt  is in )(NRt . 

Example 3.2: Let M ={ 5/x,4/y,7/z,9/p} and R = {(5/x,5/x)/25, (4/y,4/y)/16, (7/z,7/z)/49, (9/p,9/p)/81, 
(5/x,4/y)/20, (5/x,7/z)/35, (7/z,5/x)/35, (9/p,4/y)/45, (7/z,4/y)/28} 
Let M1={5/x, 7/z, 9/p} and M2 = { 4/y, 7/z,9/p} be two subsets of M. Then 
(5/x)R ={[ 5/x, 4/y,7/z} R(5/x) = {5/x,7/z} 
(7/z)R={7/z, 5/x, 4/y}R(7/z)={7/z,5/x} 
(4/y)R={4/y}        R(4/y)={4/y,5/x,7/z,9/p} 
(9/p)R={9/p,4/y}   R(9/p)={9/p} 
RL(M1)={5/x,7/z,9/p}RU(M1)={5/x,7/z,9/p} 
RL(M2)={4/y,9/p},RU(M2)={5/x,7/z,4/y,9/p} 

}}/9,/7,/5{,,{)( 11 pzxMMR ft =  

}}/7,/5{},/9,/4{,,{)( 2 zxpyMNR ft = arenano multi topologies. 

 

Definotion 3.3 : Let (M, )(NRt ) be a nano multi topological space, the set 

)}}(),(,{
~

NBdNRM RL

m =b is called a basis for the nano multi topology )(NRt on M with respect 

to X. 
 

Theorem 3.4: The collection t generated by anano multi basis 
mb
~

is annano multi topology on M in 

[X]
w
. 

 

Definition 3.5: A subset A of a nano multi topological space (M, )(NRt ) in [X]w , the  nano n-interior 

of A is defined as the mset union of all nano multi open msets contained A and is denoted by

)int(
~

AN m

 
Like exterior, closure, boundry and neighhood are defined as in multi topological spaces with the notion 
of nanomulti open set as well as nano multi closed set. 

Example 3.6 Let us consider mset of bags(objects) }/3,/4

,/6,/4,/7,/6,/5,/7{

87

654321

bb

bbbbbbM =

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

balls Bags types color price No. of items 

b1 Leather bags white cheap K1 

b2 Fancy bags brown reasonable K2 

b3 Fancy bags white costly K3 

b4 Jute bags brown reasonable K4 

b5 Fancy bags black cheap K5 

b6 Leather bags white resonable K6 

b7 Jute bags brown cheap K7 

b8 Fancy bags white reasonable K8 
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Which are of different colors (attributes) {black,brown,white}, different type{leather bag, jute bag, fancy 
bag} and different types(attributes) {costly,reasonable,cheap}.Thus,theinformation system S= (M, A) 

consists of  å
=

8

1i

ik  objects and 6 attributes. 
The above table gives the information system. The bag can 

be grouped as costly black leather bag, reasonable fancy white bag and so further. Thus, the mset of bag 
in M can be grouped according to color, type and cost. 
We have three equivalence mset relations R1, R2 and R3 are defined with the following m-equivalence 
class: 

}}5/5{},4/4

,2/2{},8/8,6/6,3/3,1/1{{1/

bkbk

bkbkbkbkbkRM =
 

}}7/7,4/4{},8/8

,5/5,3/3,2/2{},6/6,1/1{{2/

bkbkbk

bkbkbkbkbkRM =
 

}}8/8,7/7,3/3{},6/6

5/5,2/2{},4/4,1/1{3/

bkbkbkbk

bkbkbkbkRM =
 

 
Attributes 
objects 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 D C 

b1 1 0 0 1 0 0 Y K1 

b2 0 1 0 0 1 0 Y K2 

b3 1 0 0 0 0 1 N K3 

b4 1 0 0 1 0 0 N K4 

b5 0 0 1 0 1 0 N K5 

b6 0 1 0 0 1 0 Y K6 

b7 0 0 1 0 0 1 N K7 

b8 0 1 0 0 0 1 Y K8 

 
The decision table has been attributes  
{A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,D,C}. The attribute D is decision attribute and C is the count of the objects. The 
other conditional attributes are types of bags,colorand price. 
Using thus information system we able to form the decision table as mentioned above. 
According to decision attributes, we have the following target sets are, 
X= {k1/b1,k2/b2, k6/b6, k8/b8} 
Y= {k3/b3, k4/b4, k5/b5, k7/b7} . Then we find the multi lower and multi upper approximations. Then 

we form the nano multi topologies )(),(),(
321
XXX RRR ttt .Then reduct the attributes as in 

nanotopology with multiplicity. 
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